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Description Description 2024 Forest River RV Salem Grand Villa 44VIEW, Forest River Salem
Grand Villa destination trailer 44VIEW highlights: Front & Rear Loft Kitchen Island
with Five Seats Custom King Bed with Versa-Tilt Fireplace Dual Entry Doors You
will feel like you are home when you step inside! Not only will you be impressed
with the super large slide in the main combined kitchen and living area, but check
out the island with five counter height seats! The main entry closest to the front
features a step up to a private bedroom featuring a custom king bed with Versa-
Tilt within a slide, plus a fireplace, wardrobe, and drawers for your belongings.
Just outside this door, a half bath around the corner and a spiral staircase to the
front loft with two 42" x 74" bunk mats above. The kitchen is fully equipped for
you to provide the best home cooked meals with a roll-out pantry, range and
microwave, plus side-by-side refrigerator all part of the large slide that also
houses an L-shaped sectional sofa with ottoman so everyone can have a seat!
Opposite the sectional find an entertainment center with pop-up TV and fireplace.
A second set of stairs leads up to the rear loft featuring a 62" x 74" Versa Queen
mattress and dresser. Back down in the very back of the unit a large bathroom
with walk-in shower, linen cabinet, toilet, and vanity with sink. There is also a
space that has washer/dryer prep to add even more convenience. Outside, a 26'
awning for outdoor living, and double entry doors to make it easy to move in and
out. You will experience a home away from home with any one of these Forest
River Salem Grand Villa destination trailers! Their construction consists of a 12"
forged I-beam frame, a cambered chassis, and plywood floor decking, as well as
5" bowed truss roof rafters, 3/8" roof decking, and color coded water lines to
make life easier. The one-piece, seamless slides and 102" interior living room
height makes for more walking around space. A Best in Class Value package
includes upgraded designer furniture, a central vacuum with sweep attachment,
and stainless steel kitchen appliances. Plus, it also features a heated and
enclosed Accessi-Belly with removable panels and an exterior LED light strip
under the awning. Come choose your favorite model today! Sleeps 7 Slideouts 2

Basic information Year: 2024
Stock Number: 44506
VIN Number: 4X4TSM837RM032537
Condition: New

Item address 7145 S Division Ave, 49548, Grand Rapids, Michigan, United States
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